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Portland2016: The cellular memory of place, Part One
In Disjecta's biennial installations by Heidi Schwegler and Avantika Bawa in Clatskanie and Astoria explore the
living traces in old buildings. Part One: Heidi Schwegler
August 9, 2016 // CULTURE, VISUAL ART // Oregon ArtsWatch
By JENNIFER RABIN
Heidi Schwegler’s exhibition in Disjecta’s Portland2016 Biennial is difﬁcult. You cannot pop in for a moment and expect to take much with you.
It requires time to investigate and to understand. But you will be rewarded for your efforts because the more you look, the more you see.
The show doesn’t start when you enter the makeshift gallery, which is housed in the abandoned Hazen Hardware store in Clatskanie. The
surrounding area informs the exhibition as much as the work itself, so everything you notice from the moment you turn down the sleepy side
street in downtown Clatskanie affects the experience. The restaurant on the corner, with a row of hanging ﬂower baskets out front, boasts a gift
shop and video lottery. A sign outside the biker-friendly pub & grill advertises Taco Tuesdays. A defunct Oddfellows lodge across the
intersection still bears the I.O.O.F. letters above the door even though it is now home to a craft store. Until it closed in 2014, Hazen Hardware
had been in business for 56 years, so it has seen the grand openings and not-so-grand closings in Clatskanie, tracking both the rise and fall of the
economy and the variability in what we buy and, therefore, value. It contains the cellular memory of place.

Walk in to Hazen and you will ﬁnd yourself face-to-face with a gray powder-coated, chain-link cage, about 8-feet square and open at the top. The
closed door to the cage lines up with the open door to the store, so you can only take a few steps before captivity confronts you. It’s not
immediately clear if the chain-link fencing is one of Schwegler’s pieces or something left in the retail space by the previous owners. Actually,
that’s the case with many of the pieces in the show. In Schwegler’s world, the veil between art and life is thin.

Heidi Schwegler,”OR (part two)”, Portland 2016 biennial, Hazen
Hardware installation/Jennifer Rabin
Searching for something the brain can deﬁnitively identify as art, the eye locks onto ﬁve plywood pedestals along the left side of the space, each
displaying a single object. Art! I am drawn to the nearest sculpture, which is made of two plastic gas station mugs—a red Xtreme Gulp™ and a
blue QuikTrip®—each cut in half and joined in the middle by an intentionally sloppy vertical line of white epoxy. It is arresting and immediate,
the perfect ﬂag for our declining culture: a cheap red, white, and blue trough from which we can drink with both hands. Moving along to the
other pedestals, I notice an overturned garbage bin atop one, and a beach ball atop another, and I ﬂirt with the idea of walking out. I am a diehard populist when it comes to art, so my eye roll reﬂex is strong. At ﬁrst glance, Schwegler’s decontextualized objects make me think it’s going
to be another one of those Art shows. Wanting to be proven wrong, I go to Schwegler’s artist statement for clues.
“As an urban archaeologist,” she writes, “I prefer to mine the peripheral ruin, the discarded stuff that is ignored and considered worthless. By
reassigning the value and purpose of something recognizable, I emphasize the perforation between what it was and what it has now become.” I
decide to take off my arts writer cap and to simply walk around the space so that I can listen to the stories it wants to tell me, without my own
analysis getting in the way..

Heidi Schwegler, Portland2016 biennial, Hazen Hardware

installation/Jennifer Rabin
I have seen two pieces of Schwegler’s work before. The ﬁrst is a doll-sized self-portrait of the artist, perhaps two-feet tall. The only life-sized
features are the head and hands, which were livecast from Schwegler’s body. The dissonance in scale is profoundly disturbing, but the attention
to detail—the wrinkles on the ﬁgure’s knuckles, the freckles on her face, the individually placed strands of hair and eyelashes, the teeth cast from
Schwegler’s own—shows us the level of craftsmanship that Schwegler demands of her work. The second piece is a video that involves a mirror
image of a wolf with no head and two bodies, struggling with itself. The slow motion loop captures beauty, grace, and ferocity, and I have sat in
front of it more than twice, in the back room at Upfor Gallery, not being able to leave. It helps to understand the type of craftsmanship and
beauty that Schwegler brings to her other work, as I make a lap around the hardware store.
Rectangular islands of wrinkled pea-green carpeting punctuate a sea of ﬂecked pinkish linoleum, tiles gouged and missing from decades of
footfalls. The ceiling is dropped and smooth in certain places—a hint of renovation, an attempt at resurrection—but everywhere else its mauve
paint peels violently, as though a great ﬂood once submerged the whole building. Black Venetian blinds, sagging and broken in the front window,
look like they have come through a similar disaster. A gallery attendant mentions that the blinds—which are so intrinsic to the space as to be
ignorable—have, in fact, been installed by Schwegler. I examine them closely and notice the sun pouring through a constellation of shotgun
pellet holes. This is the pivot point for me, the moment when all the work clicks into place.
Schwegler is interested in objects that had a useful past and now have an uncertain future, forcing us to reckon with them during an in-between
time, “a sort of living death,” as she describes it. I return to the objects on the pedestals with a greater understanding. The beach ball is dirty,
likely from having sat in a moldering heap of refuse left behind in the hardware store. “Everything was covered in two inches of dust,” mentions
the gallery attendant. Schwegler came in and cleaned out the space, mining some of its zombie objects for the show. The beach ball is a marvel
because after years of utility and no-one-knows-how-long of zombiehood, it is still perfectly inﬂated, begging to be useful again. One pedestal
over, the trash bin, dented and stained with paint, strikes me as elegant meta-commentary: the object that once held garbage is destined to be
garbage itself.

Heidi Schwegler, “Manders”, Portland 2016 biennial,
Hazen Hardware installation/Jennifer Rabin
A vintage metal gas can on the ﬂoor, riddled with large-caliber bullet holes, served two purposes during its life. The ﬁrst as a gas can. It’s second
purpose, as a shooting target, made it impossible for it to return to its intended purpose, and now it will be cast aside, without thanks for either.
Schwegler shows great humor in a number of pieces, chief among them a stuffed Elmo doll, hands raised over its head, covered in a thick
layer of grey ﬂocking. It looks like a relic from Pompei, a preserved artifact that might give us information about the civilization from which it
was extracted. (It also wins the prize for my favorite materials list of all time: “Elmo, ﬂocking.”)
Schwegler displays Elmo, and a number of other pieces, on wooden shelves that are original to the store. Underneath Elmo’s feet, a faded yellow
sticker with a UPC code reads:

ULTRA WHT PAINT
$39.99
Beside the bank of shelves, an old paint color-matching machine stands in disuse. I look at the works list to see if it is one of Schwegler’s, but it
isn’t listed. As I’ve come to understand the exhibition, though, the artist has authored everything. She could have cleared out the machine along
with the rest of the detritus, so the mere fact of its inclusion in the space makes it relevant. The show is much less a collection of works than it is
a site-speciﬁc installation that speaks to the nature of place and decay. It could not have happened anywhere else. The paint machine is no
different from any of Schwegler’s works or from the space in which they are temporarily housed: they all live together in the in-between.
(Avantika Bawa’s interventions in the old Astoria Hotel generate a similar feeling, with even fewer means—more about that in Part Two.)

Heidi Schwegler, “Till the Next Time I See You”, Portland2016
biennial, Hazen Hardware installation/Jennifer Rabin
There are pieces in the show that I still don’t understand, which is something I’m not supposed to say as an arts writer. I don’t know how a glass
bunny, which Schwegler made during a residency at Bullseye, relates to the rest of the work, and I am only now, as I write this, developing a
theory about why the artist chose to powder coat the chain link cage the same gray color as the original metal. And it is only a guess (I think it
relates to the ﬂocking and the dust that was left behind in the space, and the layers of time that obscure the utility of an object); you might have
another interpretation. What speaks highly for the exhibition is the fact that I am still thinking about these ideas weeks later, still trying to ﬁgure
them out.
Like I said, this one takes time.
NOTES
The reception for this exhibition will be 1-4 pm Saturday, August 13, at the Hazen Hardware Building, 136 N Nehalem, Clatskanie, Oregon.
Gallery hours are 12-5 pm Wednesdays-Saturdays.
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1:30 pm Richard II – Oregon Shakespeare ... (http://live-timelyqyci1z0sd2.time.ly/event/richard-ii-oregon-shakespeare-festival-2/?
instance_id=16314)
1:30 pm Timon of Athens – Oregon Shakesp... (http://live-timelyqyci1z0sd2.time.ly/event/timon-of-athens-oregon-shakespeare-festival2/?instance_id=10848)
2:00 pm Pirates of Penzance – Broadway Rose (http://live-timelyqyci1z0sd2.time.ly/event/pirates-of-penzance-broadway-rose/?
instance_id=18131)
7:30 pm Nine – Lakewood Theatre Company (http://live-timelyqyci1z0sd2.time.ly/event/nine-lakewood-theatre-company-2/?
instance_id=16727)
7:30 pm The Lion King – Broadway in Port... (http://live-timelyqyci1z0sd2.time.ly/event/the-lion-king-broadway-in-portland-4/?
instance_id=8348)
8:00 pm Chicago – Oregon Cabaret Theatre (http://live-timelyqyci1z0sd2.time.ly/event/chicago-oregon-cabaret-theatre/?
instance_id=17001)
8:00 pm JP Harris and the Tough Choices ... (http://live-timelyqyci1z0sd2.time.ly/event/jp-harris-and-the-tough-choices-jack-dwyerwhite-eagle/?instance_id=18059)

8:00 pm The Wiz – Oregon Shakespeare Fes... (http://live-timelyqyci1z0sd2.time.ly/event/the-wiz-oregon-film-festival/?
instance_id=13841)
8:00 pm Vietgone – Oregon Shakespeare Fe... (http://live-timelyqyci1z0sd2.time.ly/event/vietgone-oregon-shakespeare-festival/?
instance_id=9001)
AUG

11
Thu

1:30 pm Roe – Oregon Shakespeare Festival (http://live-timelyqyci1z0sd2.time.ly/event/roe-oregon-shakespeare-festival-2/?
instance_id=8801)
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